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Abstract

With the rapid development of information technology (IT) in financial industry, financial technology (FinTech) has become an
emerging area for enterprises and organizations. Due to the wide adoption of IT, various FinTech applications are used by financial
industry to help process information and offer financial services. Traditionally, textual passwords are the most widely deployed
authentication mechanism, while having many known limitations. As a result, there is a need to enhance the security of FinTech
authentication against cyber-criminals. As an alternative, graphical passwords (GPs) are considered as one promising solution to
complement traditional password-based systems. In the literature, various GP schemes were proposed such as PassPoints, DAS,
Cued Click Points, GeoPass, etc. In this work, we identify that multiple password inference has become a challenge for most
GP schemes, and thus design RouteMap, a map- and route-based GP to further improve the security of FinTech applications. This
scheme requires users to create a route on a world map as their credentials. In the evaluation, we involved a total of 120 participants,
among which 60 of them have financial (FinTech) background, and investigated the performance of RouteMap by comparing it with
two similar schemes. Our results demonstrate that participants can achieve better performance using RouteMap in the aspects of
authentication accuracy and multiple password memory. Our effort attempts to complement existing studies and stimulate more
research on the combination of GP and FinTech.

Keywords: FinTech Application, User Authentication, Multiple Password Inference, Graphical Passwords, Map Passwords,
Security and Usability.

1. Introduction

The fast growth of information technology (IT) has provided
a profound impact on the traditional financial sector. Financial
technology (FinTech) is considered as a distinguishing taxon-
omy that describes the financial techniques in a wide range of
operations for many enterprises and organizations, which main-
ly aims to improve the service quality by means of various IT
applications [11]. According to the data collected from the P-
wC’s DeNovo platform, the funding of FinTech startups has
increased at a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 41%
over the last four years, with over US$40 billion in cumulative
investment [13]. Cutting-edge FinTech companies and finan-
cial innovation are changing the competitive landscape and up
to 82% incumbents expect to increase FinTech partnerships in
the next three to five years.

With the rapid development in FinTech, various FinTech ap-
plications have been developed to help process information and

IA preliminary version of this paper appears in the proceedings of the 9th
International Conference on Network and System Security (NSS), pp. 147-161,
2015 [24].

IICorresponding author: Wenjuan Li with Email address: wen-
juan.li@my.cityu.edu.hk

offer financial services. However, security is one of the major
concerns for most financial firms as traditional IT may bring
the same vulnerabilities to FinTech applications. For example,
cyber-criminals can access the financial devices and steal sen-
sitive information. In this case, there is a significant need to
develop appropriate mechanisms to enhance the process of ver-
ifying current application users [8].

In the past decades, textual passwords should be the most
commonly used authentication method, where users have to in-
put correct textual strings for registration and authentication.
However, it has long been recognized that traditional text-based
passwords may suffer from many issues associated with both
security and usability aspect [43, 44]. For instance, users are
hard to remember their passwords, especially complex and ran-
dom passwords for a long time, which is known as long-term
memory (LTM) limitation. Instead, users are likely to choose
simple passwords, which would significantly degrade the secu-
rity of authentication. The recent study shows that this situation
would be even worse than previously believed (i.e., there is little
variation in guessing difficulty) [1].

To complement textual password authentication, graphical
passwords (GPs) have been developed as a promising alterna-
tive for user authentication. It is identified that humans general-
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ly have better memory and recognition capabilities for images
than textual strings [32, 34]. This observation has motivated the
design of many graphical password schemes, which mainly in-
volve recognizing images or reproducing a drawing on images.
For example, Jermyn et al. [15] designed DAS, a graphical pass-
word that allowed users to draw their own passwords on a 2D
grid. Wiedenbeck et al. [42] proposed PassPoints, a system that
allowed users to click on any place on an image in creating their
passwords. Chiasson et al. [2] proposed a click-based graphical
password scheme called Cued Click Points (CCP), which re-
quires users to choose one click-point per image for a sequence
of images. The next image displayed is based on the previous
click-point, hence users could receive immediate implicit feed-
back and decide whether they are on the correct path.

Motivations. In practice, it is very common that people cre-
ate more than one password for different accounts. For financial
people, they may have to manage different passwords for var-
ious FinTech applications that are used to process distinct da-
ta or fulfill special financial requirements (e.g., security level).
However, remembering a password for one application might
affect users’ memory of other passwords, which is known as
multiple password interference. This situation often happens
when users have to remember passwords for multiple systems
where the memories of different passwords may interfere with
each other [4, 41]. To reduce the burden of remembering mul-
tiple passwords, a good authentication scheme should be easy
for users to remember multiple credentials. While similar to
textual passwords, we notice that multiple password memory
has also become an issue for most GP schemes, in which users
are not easy to remember all created graphical patterns after a
time period. In this work, our attempt is to develop an appropri-
ate GP scheme to help lighten the LTM limitation and multiple
password interference.

Contributions. To achieve our goals, we set two major tar-
gets: the first one is to investigate whether users have infer-
ence issue of remembering multiple graphical passwords; and
the second one is to design a proper GP scheme for better multi-
ple password memory. For such purpose, we performed a set of
user studies accordingly. The first two studies with general and
FinTech participants aim to evaluate the multiple password in-
ference of two popular GP schemes: DAS and PassPoints. Then
we design a map- and route-based graphical password scheme
called RouteMap, which allows users to draw a route on a map
as their passwords. We then conducted two studies with gen-
eral and FinTech participants to investigate the performance of
RouteMap, as compared with two other similar schemes. Our
contributions can be summarized as follows.

• We begin by conducting a user study to explore whether
users are capable of remembering multiple graphical pass-
words like DAS and PassPoints. These two schemes are
selected due to their popularity and simplicity. It is found
that these GP schemes have the issue of multiple pass-
word memory inference, and there is a need for designing
a more usable GP scheme.

• Then, we introduce RouteMap, which is a map- and route-
based authentication scheme, allowing users to draw a

route on a world map as their credentials. The creation of
a route is believed to provide hints for users to remember
their multiple passwords in a usable way. We also provide
several guidelines and rules for users on how to create a
route for better memory.

• To investigate its performance, our evaluation with a set of
studies involved 60 general participants, and 60 FinTech
participants who have financial background. Experimen-
tal results indicate that participants can achieve better per-
formance using RouteMap in the aspects of both multiple
password memory and long-term memory, as compared
with two similar map-based schemes.

Roadmap. The remaining parts of this paper are organized
as follows. In Section 2, we introduce related research stud-
ies regarding graphical passwords, especially map-based GPs.
Section 3 describes our study to investigate the issue of multi-
ple password inference for DAS and PassPoints. Section 4 intro-
duces our designed scheme of RouteMap in detail and evaluates
its performance as compared with two similar schemes. Final-
ly, we make a discussion in Section 5 and conclude our work in
Section 6.

2. Related Work

In this section, we focus on introducing the background of
graphical passwords, including the typical classification and
map-based schemes.

2.1. GP Classification
Graphical password schemes can be classified into three fold-

ers [3, 37]: recognition-based scheme (i.e., recognizing im-
ages), pure recall-based scheme (i.e., reproducing a drawing
without a hint) and cued recall-based scheme (i.e., reproducing
a drawing with hints).

• Recognition-based GPs. The recognition-based schemes
require users to select one or more images from a large set.
For instance, the application of PassFaces [33] requires
users to recognize a set of human faces during authentica-
tion. The scheme of Story [6] requires users to recognize
a set of images like people and food from a large image
pool, and then to remember all the selected images in a
story-sequence, aiming to enhance the memory.

• Pure recall-based GPs. This kind of GP usually requests
users to draw something on an image as their passwords. A
typical example of these GPs is DAS [15], which requires
users to draw on a grid. Similarly, the scheme of Pass-
Go [39] requests users to select intersections on a grid as
a way to input a password. Based on Pass-Go, Android
unlock patterns have been developed on Android phones,
which are a tuned application requiring users to unlock
their phones by inputting correct patterns.1 Several similar
schemes can be referred to [9, 18].

1https://www.berkeleychurchill.com/software/

android-pwgen/pwgen.php.
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• Cued recall-based GPs. This kind of GP demands users
to click on a sequence of points to construct their secrets.
The system of PassPoints belongs to this category where
users have to recall a sequence of five selected points. As
another example, Chiasson et al. [5] designed Persuasive
Cued Click-Points (PCCP), which requires users to click a
point on each of a sequence of background images.

Katsini et al. [16] presented some preliminary results on the
graphical password composition, among users with different
cognitive strategies. The existing GP schemes are mainly based
on users’ actions like choice, click and draw. To further enlarge
the password space, various hybrid GP schemes are also pro-
posed in the literature, like click-draw based GP scheme [20]
that combined all interactions in generating a password, includ-
ing clicking, selecting and drawing. Meng and Liu [30] pro-
posed TMGMap, a touch movement-based graphical password
scheme, in which users can draw their secrets on a world map
via touch movement events on smartphones. Meng et al. [31]
introduced CPMap, a click-points map-based GP scheme that
allows users to choose one place on a world map at first and
then choose a point or an object on an image associated with
the previously selected location. Some other relevant studies
on improving the performance of GPs can be referred but not
limited to [7, 14, 21, 22, 23, 25, 27, 28, 45].

2.2. Map-based Graphical Passwords

The initial idea of using digital map as a graphical password
first appeared in [10], but their work failed to provide much
details. Then, Spitzer et al. [36] developed a graphical approach
by combining user’s familiarity with navigating through Google
maps. In their work, users were presented with an image of
the United States and they should simply click at where the
key destination is located, using an approach of zooming levels.
Their results with over 50 participants indicated that up to 60%
participants rated their system as easier to remember than text
in terms of memorability.

Then, more map-based graphical passwords were designed
from 2012. Georgakakis et al. [12] proposed a GP scheme
called NAVI, where the credentials of a user are the username
and a relevant password formulated by drawing a route on a pre-
defined map. They provided an analysis regarding the password
strength, but did not provide any user study. Sun et al. [38] pro-
posed a map-based GP authentication system called PassMap,
in which a password consists of a sequence of 2 click-points s-
elected on a world map. Their user study showed that PassMap
passwords are easy to remember in practice. Thorpe et al. [40]
designed GeoPass, a digital map-based authentication scheme,
where a user chooses a place as his or her password. In the
user study, they found that 97% participants were able to re-
member their location password over the span of 8-9 days and
most without any failed login attempts. It is worth noting that
PassMap and GeoPass are very similar in that secrets are con-
structed by clicking one or two places on a world map (e.g.,
Google map). Then, MacRae et al. [19] proposed GeoPass-
Notes, asking users to further select a note associated with their

chosen location in the second step. Shin et al. [35] then imple-
mented a modified version of GeoPass on a mobile device.

In practice, users have a need to handle more than one ac-
counts, i.e., users may generate different passwords for logging
into each FinTech application. However, remembering a pass-
word for one application might affect users’ memory of oth-
er passwords, which is known as multiple password interfer-
ence [41]. Meng et al. [26] introduced a study of recalling
multiple passwords between text passwords and touch screen
unlock patterns and found that participants in the unlock pat-
tern condition with three accounts can outperform those in the
text password condition. Further, Meng et al. [29] conducted a
study with 60 participants to investigate the recall of multiple
passwords between text passwords and map-based passwords
under various account scenarios. In particular, each participant
has to create six distinct passwords for different account sce-
narios. It is found that participants in the map-based graphical
password scheme could perform better than the textual pass-
word scheme in both short-term (one-hour session) and long
term (after two weeks) password memorability tests. In [24],
we designed a scheme called RouteMap, allowing users to draw
a route on a world map as their secrets. In this work, we extend
the idea of RouteMap and investigate its performance to the
field of FinTech.

3. Multiple Graphical Password Inference

In this section, we conducted a user study with 50 partic-
ipants to investigate the inference issue of multiple password
memory on GPs. We selected two GP schemes: DAS and Pass-
Points, due to their popularity and simplicity. The former is a
pure recall-based GP, where users can draw their secrets on a
grid. The latter is a cued recall-based GP, where users have to
remember a sequence of several clicks. All participants are vol-
unteers and have no background on information security (i.e.,
no participant has taken any courses related to information se-
curity before). Table 1 describes the detailed information of
participants. Further, we conducted another user study with 20
FinTech participants to validate our results.

Methodology. Both GP schemes were implemented under
the same computer settings and we introduced our objectives to
all participants. Two password patterns from these systems are
depicted in Figure 1 (a) and Figure 1 (b). More scheme details
can be referred to [15, 42]. To avoid bias, we set a file including
all steps in the lab study and gave a detailed description to all
participants based on the same steps (i.e., how to use these two
example systems).

Before the start of evaluation, each participant had 3 trials
to get familiar with the example systems. In this study, we re-
quire all participants to create 5 passwords for each scheme, in
which each password corresponds to a scenario as follows: the
first password is created for an email account (personal use),
the second one is created for a bank account, the third one is
created for another email account (commercial use), the fourth
one is created for a forum account and the last one is created
for a social networking account. The detailed steps in each ex-
periment are shown as below:
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Table 1: Detailed information of participants in the user study.
Age Range Male Female Occupation Male Female
18-25 8 9 Senior people 3 2
25-35 8 8 Students 16 12
35-45 4 3 Researchers 3 3
45-55 2 3 Engineers 3 3
55-60 3 2 Business people 2 3

 (a) 

 1 

 2 

 3 

 4 

 5 

 (a) DAS  (b) PassPoints 

Figure 1: Two graphical password schemes: (a) DAS and (b) PassPoints.

• Experiment1. This experiment requires each participant to
create 5 DAS passwords.

– Step 1. Creation: creating a password following the
rules of DAS.

– Step 2. Confirmation: confirming the password by
drawing the same secrets in the correct place. If users
incorrectly confirm their password, they can retry the
confirmation or return to Step 1.

– Step 3. Login: logging into the system with the cre-
ated passwords. Users can cancel an attempt if they
notice an error.

– Step 4. Feedback: All participants are required to
complete a feedback form about the password cre-
ation and confirmation.

• Experiment2. This experiment requires each participant to
create 5 PassPoints passwords.

– Step 1. Creation: creating a password following the
rules of PassPoints.

– Step 2. Confirmation: confirming the password by
drawing the same secrets in the correct place. If users
incorrectly confirm their password, they can retry the
confirmation or return to Step 1.

– Step 3. Login: logging into the example system with
the created passwords. Users can cancel an attempt-
ed login if they notice an error.

– Step 4. Feedback: All participants are required to
complete a feedback form about the password cre-
ation and confirmation.

Each participant had to finish these two experiments in the
same day. After three weeks, we require all participants to re-
turn and input all created passwords for these two schemes. Af-
terwards, we provided another feedback form for participants
about their password creation and memory.

Result analysis. Our main purpose of this study is to ex-
plore whether users are able to remember and manage multiple
graphical passwords. That is why we mainly describe and ana-
lyze users’ performance after three weeks. The success rates of
login to DAS and PassPoints within three attempts are described
in Table 2. Three trials are determined based on the observation
that most host & network accounts only allow an authentication
error within three times. We have several major observations as
below:

• Overall performance. It is found that participants could
only achieve a success rate of 52.4% and 45.2% for DAS
and PassPoints at the first attempt, respectively. After three
trials, the success rate could be increased to 70.4% and
66.8%, respectively.

• Age impact. In Table 2, we also present the results accord-
ing to three groups with different age-ranges. It is noticed
that participants who are aged from 35 to 45 could achieve
the best performance in the study. That is, younger partic-
ipants could have some advantages in multiple password
memory. However, the success rate for both schemes was
less than 80% after three attempts (where the rate is 77.1%
for DAS and 71.4% for PassPoints).

Based on the results, it is found that participants did not show
satisfied capability in remembering these two GP schemes. To
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Table 2: Success rate for login to DAS and PassPoints after three weeks.
Experiment1 (DAS) Successful Login Experiment2 (PassPoints) Successful Login
1st time 132/250 (52.4%) 1st time 123/250 (45.2%)
2nd time 163/250 (65.2%) 2nd time 150/250 (60.0%)
3rd time 176/250 (70.4%) 3rd time 167/250 (66.8%)
DAS (Age in [18, 35]) Successful Login PassPoints (Age in [18, 35]) Successful Login
1st time 98/165 (59.4%) 1st time 80/165 (48.5%)
2nd time 108/165 (65.5%) 2nd time 105/165 (63.6%)
3rd time 115/165 (69.7%) 3rd time 114/165 (69.1%)
DAS (Age in [35, 45]) Successful Login PassPoints (Age in [35, 45]) Successful Login
1st time 12/35 (34.3%) 1st time 13/35 (37.1%)
2nd time 22/35 (62.9%) 2nd time 20/35 (57.1%)
3rd time 27/35 (77.1%) 3rd time 25/35 (71.4%)
DAS (Age in [45, 60]) Successful Login PassPoints (Age in [45, 60]) Successful Login
1st time 21/50 (42.0%) 1st time 20/50 (40.0%)
2nd time 33/50 (66.0%) 2nd time 25/50 (50.0%)
3rd time 34/50 (68.0%) 3rd time 28/50 (56.0%)

Table 3: The main questions and relevant scores for both common and FinTech participants.
Questions / Score (average) 50 Participants 20 FinTech Participants
1. I could easily remember DAS passwords after one month 4.5 4.3
2. I could easily remember PassPoints passwords after one month 4.2 4.1
3. Are you willing to use DAS passwords in practice 3.2 3.5
4. Are you willing to use PassPoints passwords in practice 4.7 4.1
5. I can manage multiple DAS passwords 3.5 3.1
6. I can manage multiple PassPoints passwords 4.3 3.8

investigate this issue, we collect the feedback forms and present
some key questions with relevant scores in Table 3. Ten-
point Likert scales were used in each feedback question, where
1-score indicates strong disagreement and 10-score indicates
strong agreement.

It is observed that participants could not remember these t-
wo GPs for a long time, where the average scores of the first
and the second question were lower than 5. In addition, most
participants were not willing to use these GPs in real-world ap-
plications. Similarly, most participants stated that it is difficult
to remember multiple GPs. We informally interviewed most
participants and identified two major reasons: (1) for DAS, it
is not easy to link the graphical password to the correspond-
ing accounts; and (2) for PassPoints, it is easily to forget the
click-points when creating more than 3 passwords. Up to 80%
participants reported that they have more than 5 different textual
passwords in use.

FinTech participants. To validate the observations, we fur-
ther conducted a study with 20 participants who are doing finan-
cial work or had a financial job before. All participants have no
background on information security and would receive a 50$
coupon after the study. The study followed the same steps as
above and the results are shown in Table 4.

It is found that FinTech participants could reach a success
rate of 45% and 48% for each DAS and PassPoints at the first at-
tempt, while the success rate could be finally increased to 72%
and 68%, respectively. We used Chi-square (χ2) tests to help
analyze non-ordered categorical or nominal data (e.g., success

rates), where a value of ρ < 0.05 indicates that the results are
statistically significant between two conditions. As compared
with the results in Table 2, we found there is no statistically
significant difference. In addition, Table 3 also shows the feed-
back from the FinTech participants, and similarly, the results
have no statistically significant difference.

Discussion. The results demonstrate that the inference of
multiple password memory has become a challenge for both
common and FinTech users when using graphical passwords in
practice. Subsequently, we argue that this issue should be given
more attention when designing a GP scheme. There is a great
need for developing suitable GP schemes for better multiple
password memory. In the study, we also have two observations:
(1) a background image can help users to remember their se-
crets, and (2) users could be provided with a few guidelines for
creating their GPs.

4. RouteMap Design

In this section, we describe our proposed RouteMap in detail
and then present a new user study to investigate its performance,
as compared with two similar schemes.

4.1. RouteMap Scheme

The proposed scheme of RouteMap is a kind of map-based
graphical password, which requires users to draw a route on a
map (e.g., Google map). For better password memory, we ad-
vocate the use of a world map due to the following three merits.
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Table 4: FinTech participants: success rate for login to DAS and PassPoints after three weeks.
Experiment A (DAS) Successful Login Experiment B (PassPoints) Successful Login
1st time 45/100 (45%) 1st time 48/100 (48%)
2nd time 61/100 (61%) 2nd time 63/100 (63%)
3rd time 72/100 (72%) 3rd time 68/100 (68%)

 (a) RouteMap with sight 

 (b) RouteMap without sight 

Figure 2: Two examples of RouteMap passwords: (a) a pattern with sight and
(b) a pattern without sight.

• Map-based graphical passwords such as PassMap and
GeoPass can provide a large password space (e.g., 236.9

for GeoPass [40] under unknown adversary).

• A world map can be easily zoom-in or zoom-out, hence
users can freely choose a satisfied background image.

• Previous studies had shown that map-based GPs could pro-
vide good usability (i.e., GeoPass study [40] shows that
97% participants can remember their passwords over a s-
pan of 8-9 days).

Our scheme. To enhance the memory, RouteMap allows
users to create a road on a world map as their credentials, with
or without sight. This is because people may have their own
preferred background images. In Figure 2, we present two ex-
amples of RouteMap patterns with and without sight.

Taking the pattern in Figure 2 (b) as an example, the user
needs to click on the playground first, then move and click on
a park and another playground, and finally click and stop at the
sport center. In this case, a RouteMap pattern includes sight
information, first click-point and the whole route. In particular,

Start

Sight ?

Draw Route Draw Route

Yes No

Password

Figure 3: Workflow of password generation.

RouteMap is different from other similar map-based schemes in
the following aspects.

• RouteMap allows users to choose whether to use sight
(a satellite background) or not, aiming to improve users’
memory by placing them in a preferred environment. This
selection will be included in the final pattern stored in the
system.

• RouteMap only allows users to draw straight lines between
different locations. This aims to improve the usability, as
it is noted that drawing curves is not easy for users with a
mouse input device (i.e., it may consume much more time
and increase error rates).

• RouteMap provides a simple guideline for users, which
recommends users to create a route based on their own
memory such as previous tours and visits. It is found that
tour-route or visit-route pattern is private for users, which
may enhance the memory of various clicks on a map.

Implementation of RouteMap. The workflow of password
generation is depicted in Figure 3. We built a prototype system
of RouteMap in our lab environment, which is similar to the
design of PassMap and GeoPass. To fetch a real world map, we
utilized Java scripts and Google Maps API, and our system can
provide move (drag), zoom in, zoom out, and search functions.
When users zoom-in or zoom-out the map, RouteMap could
report the zoom levels. The search function can facilitate users
to shift to a specific area quickly, and the use of zoom-in and
zoom-out can help locate a proper area smoothly. Then, users
can create a password by clicking at a location and moving the
mouse to the next places. Based on the prior studies [21, 38,
40], we set the error tolerance to a 21× 21 pixel box around the
place where the users clicked. It is worth noting that the error
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Table 5: Detailed information of participants in the user study with general participants.
Age Range Male Female Occupation Male Female
18-25 10 11 Senior people 4 2
25-35 8 9 Students 17 15
35-45 5 4 Researchers 5 4
45-55 4 3 Engineers 3 3
55-60 4 2 Business people 4 3

tolerance of GeoPass was set to the same 21 × 21 pixel, while
PassMap was set to 20 × 20 pixel.

Thus, our system can record users’ inputs and construct a
pattern like {Sight, zoom level, the sequence of clicked places}.
The value of sight is either 0 (not selected) or 1 (selected). The
initial zoom level is set to 2 and the maximum level is 18. When
users click on a map location, our system can record the rele-
vant coordinate information. In order to further enhance users’
memory, RouteMap uses a red arrow to mark the route, when
users move mouse from one clicked place to the next location
(see Figure 2).

4.2. Evaluation

To investigate the performance of RouteMap in the aspects of
both long-term memory and multiple password inference, we
conducted two user studies with 60 participants each.

4.2.1. User Study with Common Participants
This study involved 60 participants, among which 50 of them

were from the former study in Section 3. The time gap between
the two studies was one month. The newly attended partici-
pants also had no any background on information security. The
detailed information of participants is described in Table 5.

In the study, we randomly divided 60 participants into two
groups, named Group1 and Group2, and compared RouteMap
with PassMap and GeoPass, respectively. More specifically,
Group1 focused on RouteMap and PassMap, while Group2 fo-
cused on RouteMap and GeoPass. The implementation details
of PassMap and GeoPass can refer to [38, 40]. Similarly, to
avoid bias, we train all the participants based on the same steps
on how to use these example systems.

Before the study, every participant has 3 trials to get familiar
with the example systems. For example, participants in Group1
will create passwords for RouteMap and PassMap. All partic-
ipants were guided and our study would not consider the data
from these trials. In the study, we require all participants to cre-
ate 5 passwords for each scheme in their group and each pass-
word corresponds to an account: the first password is created
for an email account (personal use), the second one is created
for a bank account, the third one is created for another email
account (commercial use), the fourth one is created for a forum
account and the last one is created for a social networking ac-
count. The detailed steps in each experiment are described as
below:

• Experiment G1. Group1 conducted this experiment, in
which each participant was required to firstly create 5

passwords for PassMap and then created 5 passwords for
RouteMap after one hour rest.

• Experiment G2. Group2 conducted this experiment, in
which each participant was required to firstly create 5
passwords for GeoPass and then created 5 passwords for
RouteMap after one hour rest.

Both experiments followed the same steps, which are de-
scribed as below:

– Step 1. Creation: creating a password following the
related rules.

– Step 2. Confirmation: confirming the password by
drawing the same secrets in the correct place. If users
incorrectly confirm their password, they can retry the
confirmation or return to Step 1.

– Step 3. Login: logging into the example system with
all created passwords. Users can cancel an attempted
login if they notice an error.

– Step 4. Feedback: All participants are required to
complete a feedback form about the password cre-
ation and confirmation.

All participants had to finish the experiments in the same
day. To compare the results with the previous study, after three
weeks, we invited all participants to return and input all created
passwords based on their own groups. Afterwards, we provid-
ed a feedback form to each participant regarding their password
creation and memory.

Result analysis. The goal of this study is to investigate
the multiple password memory of RouteMap by comparing it
with similar schemes. The login success rates for Group1 and
Group2 within three attempts are presented in Table 6. Our key
observations are reported as below:

• Overall performance. As compared with the results in Ta-
ble 2, it is found that participants performed much better in
this study. Group1 could achieve a success rate of 75.3%
and 88.7% for PassMap and RouteMap at the first attempt,
respectively. After three attempts, the success rate could
be increased to 85.3% and 93.3%. On the other hand,
Group2 could achieve a success rate of 81.3% and 89.3%
for GeoPass and RouteMap at the first attempt, respective-
ly. Then, the success rate can be elevated to 88.7% and
94% after three attempts.
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Table 6: Login success rate for Group1 and Group2 after three weeks.
Experiment G1 (PassMap) Successful Login Experiment G1 (RouteMap) Successful Login
1st time 113/150 (75.3%) 1st time 133/150 (88.7%)
2nd time 125/150 (83.3%) 2nd time 137/150 (91.3%)
3rd time 128/150 (85.3%) 3rd time 140/150 (93.3%)
PassMap (Age in [18, 35]) Successful Login RouteMap (Age in [18, 35]) Successful Login
1st time 80/100 (80.0%) 1st time 92/100 (92.0%)
2nd time 88/100 (88.0%) 2nd time 94/100 (94.0%)
3rd time 89/100 (89.0%) 3rd time 96/100 (96.0%)
PassMap (Age in [35, 45]) Successful Login RouteMap (Age in [35, 45]) Successful Login
2nd time 17/25 (68.0%) 2nd time 20/25 (80.0%)
2nd time 19/25 (76.0%) 2nd time 22/25 (88.0%)
3rd time 21/25 (84.0%) 3rd time 22/25 (88.0%)
PassMap (Age in [45, 60]) Successful Login RouteMap (Age in [45, 60]) Successful Login
1st time 16/25 (64.0%) 1st time 21/25 (84.0%)
2nd time 18/25 (72.0%) 2nd time 21/25 (84.0%)
3rd time 18/25 (72.0%) 3rd time 22/25 (88.0%)
Experiment G2 (GeoPass) Successful Login Experiment G2 (RouteMap) Successful Login
1st time 122/150 (81.3%) 1st time 134/150 (89.3%)
2nd time 128/150 (85.3%) 2nd time 136/150 (90.7%)
3rd time 133/150 (88.7%) 3rd time 141/150 (94.0%)
GeoPass (Age in [18, 35]) Successful Login RouteMap (Age in [18, 35]) Successful Login
1st time 80/90 (88.9%) 1st time 84/90 (93.3%)
2nd time 86/90 (95.6%) 2nd time 85/90 (94.4%)
3rd time 86/90 (95.6%) 3rd time 87/90 (96.7%)
GeoPass (Age in [35, 45]) Successful Login RouteMap (Age in [35, 45]) Successful Login
1st time 14/20 (70.0%) 1st time 17/20 (85.0%)
2nd time 14/20 (70.0%) 2nd time 18/20 (90.0%)
3rd time 17/20 (85.0%) 3rd time 18/20 (90.0%)
GeoPass (Age in [45, 60]) Successful Login RouteMap (Age in [45, 60]) Successful Login
1st time 28/40 (70.0%) 1st time 33/40 (82.5%)
2nd time 28/40 (70.0%) 2nd time 33/40 (82.5%)
3rd time 30/40 (75.0%) 3rd time 36/40 (90.0%)

• Age impact. It is easily imagine that the results for each
age group would be improved, since the overall login suc-
cess rate increased. Table 6 indicates that younger partic-
ipants have advantages in memory while the success rate
of senior people also increases a lot.

According to these observations, it is found that partici-
pants are able to better remember multiple passwords for these
schemes, while our scheme can outperform the other two
schemes, i.e., providing a higher success rate. The major rea-
son is that RouteMap leads users to draw a route where they
have experienced before. The experience actually enhances the
relationship between different clicked places, so that users can
have a better memory capability.

4.2.2. User Study with FinTech Participants
In this study, we recruited a total of 60 FinTech participants

who have experience in a financial related job (e.g., accountant,
financial service staff, financial manager), among which 20 of
them were from the former study in Section 3. Table 7 describes
the detailed information of FinTech participants.

Similar to the last study, we also randomly divided 60 par-
ticipants into two groups: Group-A and Group-B. The partic-
ipants in the first group focused on RouteMap and PassMap,
and the participants in the second group focused on GeoPass
and RouteMap. We trained all the participants based on the
same steps on how to use these prototype systems, and each of
them has 3 trials to get familiar with the example systems.

Similarly, we required all participants to generate 5 pass-
words for each scheme based on their group and each pass-
word corresponds to different accounts: a password for work-
ing desktop, a bank account, a corporate email account, a social
networking account, and a personal email account, respective-
ly. All participants followed the same steps in the above study,
and completed the experiments in the same day. After three
weeks, we invited all participants to return and validate all cre-
ated passwords. Then, we provided a feedback form to them
regarding the password creation and memory.

Result analysis. Table 8 describes the login success rate for
each group within three attempts. It is found that the partic-
ipants in Group-A could achieve a success rate of 70.0% and
78.0% for each PassMap and RouteMap at the first attempt.
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Table 7: Detailed information of participants in the user study with FinTech participants.
Age Range Male Female Occupation Male Female
20-30 15 13 Accountant 21 17
31-40 10 7 Financial service staff 8 9
41-50 7 8 Financial manager 3 2

Table 8: Login success rate for Group-A and Group-B after three weeks.
Group-A (PassMap) Successful Login Group-A (RouteMap) Successful Login
1st time 105/150 (70.0%) 1st time 117/150 (78.0%)
2nd time 114/150 (76.0%) 2nd time 126/150 (84.0%)
3rd time 120/150 (80.0%) 3rd time 131/150 (87.3%)
Group-B (GeoPass) Successful Login Group-B (RouteMap) Successful Login
1st time 112/150 (74.6%) 1st time 115/150 (76.7%)
2nd time 122/150 (81.3%) 2nd time 129/150 (86.0%)
3rd time 131/150 (87.3%) 3rd time 135/150 (90.0%)

With three attempts, the success rate can be finally changed
to 80.0% and 87.3%. For Group-B, the participants could
reach a success rate of 74.6% and 76.7% for each GeoPass and
RouteMap at the first attempt. With three attempts, they could
increase the success rate to 87.3% and 90.0%, respectively. For
the age impact, it is very similar to the prior observation in Sec-
tion 4.2.1 that younger participants have advantages in memory.
As this observation is quite intuitive, it is not the main focus in
this study.

As compared with the results in Table 6, we found there is no
statistically significant difference for corresponding group. For
example, the results have no statistically significant difference
on PassMap and RouteMap (ρ < 0.05), between the partici-
pants from Group1 and Group-A. It is the same for GeoPass and
RouteMap between the participants from Group2 and Group-B.

However, when we compare the results between PassMap
and RouteMap, it is found a statistically significant difference.
This is because PassMap requires users to select two locations
on a map, which may increase the workload of remembering a
password. By contrast, when we compare the results between
GeoPass and RouteMap, it is interestingly found a statistically
significant difference in Table 6, whereas there is no statistically
significant difference identified in Table 8. Based on our infor-
mal interview with most participants, the main reason should
be the job background. As most participants in Table 6 have di-
verse background like students, researchers and Business peo-
ple, the difference for each person may be more clear. Since
most FinTech participants in Table 8 have a similar job back-
ground, it is not easy to identify such clear difference.

4.2.3. Feedback
To validate the observations, the major questions and rele-

vant scores (feedback) are presented in Table 9. Ten-point Lik-
ert scales were used in each feedback question where 1-score
indicates strong disagreement and 10-score indicates strong a-
greement.

• For the first three questions, it is found that most partic-
ipants provided positive feedback for remembering these
map-based passwords, in which our RouteMap received

the highest score from both general and FinTech partici-
pants (with 9 and 8.8 respectively). Most participants re-
flected that the use of route in RouteMap could help im-
prove remembering their created passwords, due to the
correlation between these clicked places.

• For the following three questions, motivated by the usabil-
ity, most participants were willing to use the map-based
passwords in practice when they use email accounts and
social networking accounts. In particular, RouteMap also
received the highest score of 8.9 and 8.7, respectively.

• Then, most participants showed a confidence in their cre-
ated passwords. Among these map-based GP schemes,
PassMap received the lowest score, as some participants
concerned that friends might have a higher probability to
guess their locations. In contrast, RouteMap obtained the
best score, where most participants believed their pass-
words are hard to guess.

• For the last three questions, most participants believed
that they could manage multiple GP passwords, in which
RouteMap still received the highest score of 8.7 and 8.9
from both general and FinTech participants, as compared
with the other two schemes (with an average score of 7.15
and 8.0, respectively).

On the whole, according to the feedback, it is found that
RouteMap could provide better authentication accuracy and
multiple password memory for both general and FinTech par-
ticipants.

5. Further Discussion

This work has investigated the issue of multiple graphical
password inference for both general and FinTech users. In this
part, we briefly discuss some issues of RouteMap, e.g., security
and usability.

• Security aspect. As mentioned earlier, RouteMap is a kind
of map-based password, which allows users to create a
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Table 9: Several main questions and relevant scores in the user study.
Questions / Score (average) General Participants FinTech Participants
1. I could easily remember PassMap passwords after one month 7.3 6.9
2. I could easily remember GeoPass passwords after one month 8.1 8.2
3. I could easily remember RouteMap passwords after one month 9.0 8.8
4. Are you willing to use PassMap passwords in practice 7.8 7.1
5. Are you willing to use GeoPass passwords in practice 8.5 8.3
6. Are you willing to use RouteMap passwords in practice 8.9 8.7
7. Do you think your PassMap is secure 7.1 6.8
8. Do you think your GeoPass is secure 7.4 7.5
9. Do you think your RouteMap is secure 8.4 8.3
10. I can manage multiple PassMap passwords 7.1 7.2
11. I can manage multiple GeoPass passwords 7.8 8.2
12. I can manage multiple RouteMap passwords 8.7 8.9

route as credentials through moving and clicking on sev-
eral places on a world map. Intuitively, the password s-
pace would be larger than or at least equal to GeoPass (one
clicked place on a map). However, due to the relationship
between different clicked places, the password space may
not keep increasing with more selected places. This is an
interesting topic in our future work.

• Attacks on graphical passwords. Most graphical pass-
words are often vulnerable to various attacks, like ‘hot
spots’ [2] and login-recording attacks [17]. In this work,
we mainly focus on authentication accuracy and multiple
password memory, it is one important topic to investigate
the security of RouteMap under attacks.

• Usability aspect. Based on our results and participants’
feedback, RouteMap could obtain higher scores than the
other two schemes, we hence consider it can provide bet-
ter usability. We also informally interviewed most gener-
al and FinTech participants, and most of them preferred
RouteMap than the other two schemes. It is worth noting
that the other two map-based schemes also obtain good
feedback, when compared the scores between Table 3 and
Table 9.

• Long-term password memory. Table 6 and Table 8 indi-
cate that participants could generally have better long-term
memory on map-based schemes, as compared with DAS
and PassPoints. Among the three map-based schemes,
both general and FinTech participants could reach the best
login success rate under RouteMap. The feedback in Ta-
ble 9 also validated that participants believed that they
could easily remember RouteMap passwords after one
month.

• Multiple password memory. Our results in Table 6 and Ta-
ble 8 demonstrate that users could achieve better memory
of multiple passwords by using RouteMap than the oth-
er schemes. This is because users’ memory can be en-
hanced by correlating the clicked places. The feedback in
Table 9 also validated this observation, and most partici-
pants believed that they could handle multiple RouteMap

passwords.

• Error tolerance. In the literature, GeoPass selected the
error tolerance as 21×21 pixel, and PassMap used 20×20
pixel. Both studies have shown that the error tolerance
over 20 × 20 pixel could achieve good usability. In this
work, we adopted the error tolerance as 21 × 21 pixel.

• FinTech participants. In this work, we particularly recruit-
ed a total of 60 FinTech participants to help evaluate the
inference of multiple graphical passwords on map-based
schemes. As FinTech participants have a special focus
on financial-related services, they sometimes are likely to
show a more strict attitude towards an authentication sys-
tem than general participants. This is because the intu-
itive security requirements in the FinTech domain. As
most FinTech participants provided positive feedback on
RouteMap, we believe the proposed scheme can be com-
bined with the traditional textual passwords in practical
financial applications. However, there is a need to tune
RouteMap according to different security requirements.

6. Conclusion

Due to the popularity of FinTech applications, there is a need
to design suitable authentication mechanisms to secure user-
s’ sensitive information. As traditional textual passwords suf-
fer from many known issues, we focus on an alternative of
graphical passwords in this work. First, we explored whether
users could remember multiple graphical passwords for DAS
and PassPoints, and found that multiple password inference has
become a big challenge. To address this issue, we introduce
RouteMap, a map- and route-based graphical password scheme,
in which users can create a route on a Google map as their cre-
dentials. To investigate its performance, we further conducted
two user studies with 60 general participants and 60 FinTech
participants, respectively. It is found that participants under
RouteMap could achieve better long-term memory and multi-
ple password memory, as compared with two similar schemes
of PassMap and GeoPass. The feedback from both general and
FinTech participants validated our observations.
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Our work aims to complement existing studies and stimulate
more research of designing robust GP schemes in the area of
FinTech. There are many promising topics in future, includ-
ing providing a more specific analysis on password space and
involving more participants with diverse background. Future
work could also include conducting a thorough security anal-
ysis and evaluating map-based schemes in an adversarial envi-
ronment (i.e., an attacker has some knowledge about the user
and build a map password dictionary).
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